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Multiple sequence threading: conditional gap placement
William R Taylor and Robin EJ Munro
Preliminary work to improve on the gap placement in a
novel multiple sequence threading method is presented
here. Using the globin family, we construct measures
for the assessment of gaps in a multiple sequence
threading alignment based on the structural
comparison of two of the proteins in the family. We
take into account information from multiple sequence
alignments on both the structure and sequence side of
the problem. This work shows the parameterization of
the problem allowing the foundation to optimize and
test a gap placement weight or penalty. Four states
were considered: deleted structure, inserted sequence,
gap ends in structure, and broken ends in sequence.
Each of these states was analyzed for exposure,
occupancy and secondary structure. These measures
enable us to gain insight into the placement of gaps in
a multiple sequence threading alignment. We analyzed
the most extreme violations of these properties and
found in these cases that most secondary structures are
broken by gaps. However, sequence inserts in structure
were never found in deeply buried positions. Most end
separations were 3–4 Å in excess of the minimum 6 Å,
although some were larger. We show that the maximum
amount of observed secondary structure found in
inserts was about half of the predicted structure
(typically 5 and 10%, respectively). A similar trend
occurred with observed and predicted exposure in
inserts. Our eventual aim is to devise a weight
incorporating these measures of gap placement to
further refine our algorithm for the threading of
sequence on structure.
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Introduction
Importance of sequence alignment
The alignment of two protein sequences can reveal a
distant evolutionary connection that often sheds light on
the structure and function of one or both of the proteins.
Such a connection allows, with varying degrees of confi-
dence, the knowledge of one protein to be transferred to
the other. Often this will be a one-sided transfer, where
one protein is well characterized in structure and function
whereas the other may be a raw prediction from a novel
gene sequence (giving no indication of structure or func-
tion). Compared to ab initio prediction methods for struc-
ture and function, the transfer of knowledge that can be
achieved by finding sequence similarity is the simplest
and most accurate way to illuminate novel gene products
and is thus of central importance to the interpretation of
genome sequence data (see [1,2] for reviews).
Basic sequence alignment methods comparing one
sequence against another are inherently limited in the
depth of connection they can make between proteins in
evolutionary time. In some cases of highly divergent
sequences (about 70–80% differences), it is hard to detect
remote similarities that are known to exist through direct
comparisons of protein 3D structures. To obtain reliable
alignments in this ‘twilight-zone’, and to push beyond it,
requires an additional source of data, which can be
obtained through the incorporation of multiple sequences
or by applying additional constraints derived from a
known structure [3].
Sequence/structure comparison
In general, the two components to be aligned can both
contain any number of prealigned sequences, any number
of which (on both sides) may be the sequences of proteins
with known structure. We will, however, neglect the
alignment problem where there is structural information
on both sides, since in this situation the structural infor-
mation is dominant and the problem becomes one of
comparing 3D structures [4,5]. Similarly, without any
structural knowledge, the problem reverts to one of mul-
tiple sequence alignment — for which many methods
exist [6,7].
In concentrating on sequence/structure alignment, we will
distinguish the two components (or subfamilies) to be
aligned by referring to the family of aligned sequences
that have no member with a known structure as the
‘sequence side’ and to the component with one or more
known structures as the ‘structure side’.
The comparison of a sequence with a structure has been
approached in two distinct ways: either as a problem of
‘molecular modelling’ in which a register of the sequence
on the structure is found that gives rise to good internal
packing (commonly referred to as threading) or, more
simply, as an alignment problem by reducing the 3D
structure to a string of characteristic states (or environ-
ments) which are then aligned with the sequence (best
referred to as 3D/1D matching). The threading method
has generally been applied to the comparison of a single
sequence to a single structure using a rich description of
pairwise residue interaction preferences [8–10], while the
3D/1D approach more typically employs an aligned
sequence family (profile) on one side and a single struc-
ture on the other [11–13].
In this article we outline a novel method [14] that incorpo-
rates both these approaches and concentrates, in particu-
lar, on the requirements for the sensible incorporation of
gaps into an alignment using these data (see Methods).
Results
The factors influencing the placement of gaps are sec-
ondary structure state, the degree of exposure and the
number of existing gaps in the two prealigned subfami-
lies (referred to as the occupancy) on both sides of the
sequence/structure alignment problem. In addition, on
the structure side, the physical gap between ends
created by the deletion of structure is important. All
these factors have been defined in the Methods section,
but have not been formulated into a penalty. To do so
would be premature without some initial characteriza-
tion of the components, since each has differing numeric
ranges and reliabilities (e.g. predicted properties cannot
be treated equally with observed properties). In the fol-
lowing sections, we take well-defined structure align-
ments and analyze each property as found both at the
‘broken’ ends of a gap and in the inserted sequence that
created the gap. 
Structurally aligned test data
A major problem in the analysis proposed above is that
even using a ‘perfect’ method for structure comparison,
there will be variation in the exact placement of gaps
when various members are compared within a family. To
avoid this problem, we will consider families in which
each member has a known structure and generate all
pairs of structure comparisons. For each structure pair,
the number of additional sequences aligned in each sub-
family will directly affect the alignment occupancy and,
indirectly, the prediction of secondary structure and
exposure on the sequence side. To assess this effect, the
remaining sequences could be allocated to the subfami-
lies either combinatorially, randomly or phylogenetically.
We have adopted the last approach, keeping each sub-
family at all times composed of the sequences most
related to the member that is used to determine the
structure alignment. Structural alignments were gener-
ated using SAP [4] and phylogenetic relationships of
sequences were taken from a MULTAL alignment [6]. The
resulting overall sequence allocation scheme is shown in
Figure 1.
Twelve globin sequences with known structure were
chosen as a set for testing the placement of gaps: 1gdj,
1babA, 1ash, 1mba, 1bvd, 1hlb, 3sdhB, 2hbg, 1eca, 1flp,
1ithA and 2lhb (A or B represents the chain considered). A
typical alignment for a pair of these proteins is shown in
Figure 2.
Analysis of results
Factors P, Q, V, U, T and S were quantified by their mean
and variance with a view that this might lead to a standard
(inverse-variance) weighting scheme. However, it was
found that these values were very conservative estimates
of the factors, being dominated by many alignments in
which there were few gaps. Of greater interest to the
future application of these quantities in alignment is the
extreme upper values that can be found in structure align-
ments. These data were summarized by extracting the 10
most extreme values for each factor.
Gaps (factors P and Q)
Secondary structure. Observed (BP) and predicted (AP) sec-
ondary structure were found to be almost universally
broken by gaps in the worst cases (Table 1).
Exposure. Sequence inserts in the structure (BQ) were
found only between slightly buried positions which had a
score typically ~12 (Table 1). This value could be attained
by two ‘broken’ ends that were ‘half’ buried (e = 0.5) with
three neighbours each. (The maximum values for the
most deeply buried residues would be an order of magni-
tude higher.) The values for the predicted exposure also
provide a strong constraint. As the conphobic measure (c)
lies in the range –1:1, the maximum score possible for AQ
is 4, yet the worst observed values were typically ~0.5, cor-
responding to a gap between two relatively variable and
hydrophilic positions.
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Figure 1
Schematic of the analysis of proteins using multiple sequence
threading. (a) In this case, all pairs of globins were compared. (b) A
pair of structures (2 and 5) were grouped into subfamilies of
homologous sequences. (c) Any sequences too remote to be included
in either subfamily were not used for that pair of structures. (d) The
two resulting subfamilies were aligned by structure and tested, one on
the structure side and the other on the sequence side. 
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Secondary structure. The fraction of secondary structure
found in (nonterminal) inserts is compiled in Table 2 for
each of the 10 most extreme alignments. These range
from 4.5% to 6.8% for the observed structure (AV) and con-
sistently about twice as much (8.4%–11.7%) for the pre-
dicted structure (BV). Any future weighting scheme should
clearly reflect this twofold difference.
Exposure. A similar, but less extreme trend was observed
for the observed and predicted exposure (U).
Occupancy (factor T)
Many of the alignments generated did not contain gaps, so
rendering any analysis of the extreme values for the occu-
pancy factors trivial. Instead, the selection criterion for the
10 examples was reversed to extract the most gapped
positions. This is a less informative statistic but does,
nonetheless, indicate that gaps have been inserted in pre-
viously gapped positions (Table 3).
End separation (factor S)
The end separation after the deletion of structure has a
minimum possible value of ~6Å, corresponding to the
separation of two positions at i and i+2. The mean values
found in the proteins with the biggest end separations
were only slightly in excess of this, by typically 3–4 Å.
Examining the individual gaps, however, revealed some
end separations approaching 15Å.
Discussion
Summary of the results
One of the more unexpected results was that the degree of
exposure provides a stronger constraint on gap placement
than the secondary structure state. Examples could easily
be found where the insertions had occurred in secondary
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Figure 2
(a) a-Carbon chain of the multiple sequence threading of the globin
subfamily 2lhb onto the a-carbon chain of 1ithA (based on the
structure alignment of 1ithA and 2lhb) indicating areas of insertion in
grey-black and deletion in blue (see Fig. 3); red and yellow areas are
hydrophobic. (b) Matrix plot of the structure side (along the top) based
on 1ithA (aligned by a 1ithA/2lhb structure comparison) with the
sequence side (top to bottom). The threaded alignment of sequence
and structure is shown in black. The helical arrangement of 1ithA can
easily be seen in the light green banding (similarity: blue, low; red,
high). (c) Using the same sequences as in (b) but by comparing 2lhb
and its subfamily with the sequence-side subfamily containing 1ithA
(aligned by a 1ithA/2lhb structure comparison). The alignment of
structure and sequence is shown in black. 
Table 1
Secondary structure and exposure state of the ‘broken’ ends flanking gaps.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Sec Obs BP 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.981 0.970 0.961
Pred AP 1.000 0.999 0.999 0.993 0.983 0.983 0.981 0.979 0.952 0.934
Exp Obs BQ 13.543 13.071 11.749 11.662 11.534 10.703 10.529 10.377 10.334 10.281
Pred AQ 0.592 0.509 0.498 0.479 0.470 0.466 0.444 0.435 0.359 0.340
The 10 worst mean scores for pairwise comparisons of a set of 12 globin sequences with known structure. ‘Sec’ shows the breaks in observed
(BP) and predicted (AP) secondary structure. ‘Exp’ represents breaks between observed (BQ) and predicted (AQ) buried residues. The values of
AQ were not calculated for a single sequence.
structure, but none was found between buried positions. It
is possible, however, that the former measure is slightly
misleading as it does not strongly distinguish gaps in the
middle of secondary structure and at the ends. As would be
expected, the predicted quantities provided less reliable
constraints by roughly a factor of two. Despite this, the pre-
dicted exposure measure remains a powerful constraint.
Examination of the potential contribution of alignment
occupancy proved difficult to evaluate under the protocol
used above. While this factor will undoubtedly prove to be a
useful measure (as has been found in pure sequence align-
ment [15,16]), it is intimately bound up with the number
and relatedness of the sequences involved in the alignment
on both the structure side and the sequence side and to take
these factors into account properly would require a more
extensive analysis than has been attempted here.
As might have been expected, the end separation remain-
ing after deletion of structure is seldom violated to any
great extent. This should provide a powerful constraint on
gap placement when encoded into a threading algorithm.
Application to alignment
The current work is the first attempt to evaluate the
contributions of the various factors involved in a general-
ized sequence/structure comparison in which there is a
prealigned multiple sequence subfamily on both the
structure side and the sequence side of the problem. This
has raised the issue of how all these mixed observed and
predicted factors should be combined within the align-
ment algorithm. While it has been beyond the scope of
the current work to formulate an overall ‘gap penalty’,
some attempt has been made to parameterize the problem
in terms of four distinct states (or environments): deleted
structure (on the structure side), inserted sequence (on
the sequence side), broken gap ends (on the structure
side) and broken ends (on the sequence side). Each of
these four environments was then analyzed in terms of
occupancy, exposure and secondary structure (whether
observed or predicted) giving a logical breakdown of the
potential factors affecting gap placement.
The critical problem for alignment is how these various
factors should be combined into an overall penalty. In
principle, each could be weighted as a linear sum and the
parameter space, defined by the weights, exhaustively
explored. Even with fewer weights this can be a computa-
tionally expensive procedure [17], but the search space
can be narrowed by knowledge of the mean value and
expected variation of the weighted factors. The current
work has defined a protocol by which these values can be
obtained from structure alignments and although only the
‘tip’ of the data has been presented (summarized by
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Table 2
Secondary structure and exposure in inserts.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Sec Obs AV 0.068 0.063 0.063 0.054 0.054 0.053 0.051 0.046 0.046 0.045
Pred BV 0.117 0.108 0.106 0.100 0.097 0.089 0.088 0.087 0.084 0.084
Exp Obs AU 0.072 0.056 0.047 0.043 0.037 0.037 0.037 0.036 0.035 0.033
Pred BU 0.076 0.068 0.065 0.060 0.059 0.056 0.054 0.054 0.052 0.052
Observed (AV) and predicted (BV) lost secondary structure and observed (AU) and predicted (BU) lost burial. These scores are normalized and can
be compared directly.
Table 3
End-point separation and occupancy of ‘broken’ ends.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
GapSum AS 353.857 334.378 318.415 295.708 268.174 258.847 252.792 248.408 244.714 243.127
CadSum 40.077 37.768 36.832 36.376 36.018 35.844 35.304 34.303 33.874 33.578
CadMean 13.145 12.727 9.867 9.805 9.645 8.645 8.635 8.424 8.348 8.289
CadMax 14.490 13.842 13.794 13.535 13.459 13.396 13.368 13.145 13.059 12.899
Occ Obs BT 0.250 0.600 0.625 0.625 0.625 0.625 0.664 0.708 0.711 0.714
Pred AT 0.563 0.563 0.563 0.625 0.646 0.688 0.708 0.750 0.750 0.770
The sum of squares of all end separations where structure is deleted (AS) is shown, along with the unsquared sum (CadSum), its mean (CadMean)
and maximum value (CadMax). Also shown are the best 10 values for observed (BT) and predicted (AT) alignment occupancy. The worst values for
these two measures is simply 1 in all sequence alignments without gaps.
extreme values) for one protein family, we are currently
extending this approach using more families and incorpo-
rating a fuller analysis of the number and similarity of
aligned sequences.
Methods
Burial of conserved hydrophobic positions
The most dominant property that characterizes a well-packed globular
protein is the location of hydrophobic residues in the core. In particular,
when a sequence alignment is considered, the most deeply buried
residues tend to be both hydrophobic and conserved. (The most con-
served positions are often superficial, being associated with binding or
active sites, but these positions are not typically hydrophobic.) As the
joint property of conservation and hydrophobicity will be referred to fre-
quently, it will be contracted to ‘conphobic’ [18]. Any alignment method
matching multiple sequence data to a structure should therefore score
favourably the placement of conphobic positions in the core.
In a multiple sequence alignment, conphobic positions have previously
been identified by taking the product of a measure of residue conserva-
tion and a measure of hydrophobicity (the product emphasizes the
requirement for both measures to attain a high value). Conservation
was measured as a pairwise sum of amino acid similarity (using a
Dayhoff model) over the residues aligned at a position, while hydropho-
bicity was more simply measured as the average over the aligned posi-
tions using a predefined scale of hydrophobicity [19].
In a protein structure, burial can be measured by the extent to which a
residue can contact hypothetical solvent molecules or, conversely, by
the extent to which it contacts its neighbouring residues. As both mea-
sures are useful, and to some extent complementary (e.g. residues with
no solvent contact can still be distinguished by their packing density),
the sum of these two measures was taken as a measure of burial.
The score used for aligning a conphobic position in the sequence with
a buried position in the structure was the product of the measures
described above, with the product, again, giving prominence to a
match of the strongest conphobics in the most deeply buried positions.
Matching predicted and observed secondary structure
Of the many methods developed to predict secondary structure, the
more recent developments based on neural nets have been avoided in
the current method because of their complexity and large numbers of
free parameters. Of the older methods, the GOR method [20] using mul-
tiple sequences [21] was adopted as one still proving capable of pro-
ducing good results [22]. Rather than take an all-or-nothing prediction
of structural state, the propensity values calculated by the GOR method
were used to quantify the strength and specificity of the prediction by
taking the measure of the predicted state to be its excess value over its
closest rival. This prevents decisions being based on regions where the
prediction is ambiguous.
Many methods have also been developed to quantify secondary struc-
ture from atomic coordinate sets. To correspond with the continuously
varying predicted propensities, a structural definition was adopted that
peaked in the middle of regular regions of secondary structure. This
measure was based on the mean deviation of the a-carbon backbone, in
the region being characterized, from a seven-residue segment in an
ideal secondary structure conformation. The measure was normalized to
score 1 for a perfect conformation and approach 0 for random similarity.
The score used for matching predicted with observed structure was
simply the GOR-derived propensity of the matching structure type. As
both the predicted and observed measures can be expected to rise to
a peak in approximately the middle of the secondary structure region, it
was expected that the score should be tolerant of errors in prediction
and definition of secondary structure length.
Tertiary packing measure
The two scores described above rely on sequentially local measures
and by themselves would constitute a 3D/1D alignment method —
taking no account of the overall tertiary packing of the components. In
many situations, these measures (or some equivalent) are sufficient to
give good alignments; however, they are also liable to find good
matches that do not correspond to structurally integral proteins. For
example, there is no direct penalty for omitting a strand in the centre of
a b-sheet. These problems do not arise to the same extent in a ‘true’
threading approach (due to their reliance on pairwise packing interac-
tions) and have been partially overcome in 3D/1D matching by using a
pre-filter to check for integral b-sheets before any alignment is made
[13]. In the current method, a more general solution (not restricted to
b-structure alone) was adopted by checking the integrity of pairwise
packing interactions during the alignment process. The complexity of
the method, together with its marginal effect, does not justify a full
explanation here, but complete details can be found elsewhere [14].
Gap penalties
The dynamic programming algorithm used in standard sequence align-
ment can impose a penalty for the creation of a gap based only on the
local structural or sequence state at the point of creation and, in princi-
ple, the algorithm is ‘forbidden’ to go back to ‘reconsider’ a gap once
created [23]. The use of iterative alignment methods or the Double
Dynamic Programming method, however, allows gap weighting functions
to be used that are free of this constraint and can therefore range from
the simplest fixed (pay-once) gap-opening penalty to arbitrarily complex
functions that can assess the structural context of all gaps together.
An initial progression away from the simple gap penalties used in
sequence alignment is to take account of structure not only at the point
of insertion but also at the two resulting ‘broken’ sequence ends (or
regions flanking these ends) either side of the insert and in the inserted
segment [16]. The following maxims outline the aims:
1. Ends remaining after deletion of part of a structure should be close
in space.
2. Insertion of sequence should not occur between (adjacent) buried
positions and preferably not in secondary structure.
3. Strongly predicted and core secondary structures should be matched.
4. Strongly predicted and deeply buried positions should be matched.
5. Gapped regions are the preferred site of further insertion and deletion.
These rules embody the practice of good molecular modelling com-
monly adhered to intuitively when ‘modelling-by-homology’ [24]. While
rules 1 and 2 might be applied quite strictly, 3 and 4 will sometimes be
broken. Although these two rules appear simply to restate the general
matching conditions, they emphasize that it is undesirable to omit con-
served structures and positions from the final model (such as the
buried b-strand referred to above). Rule 5 refers, of course, to the pre-
existing gapped positions that occur when dealing with aligned
sequences on one or both sides of the problem. 
In the following sections, A designates the component to be aligned
that has a known structure (structure side) and B the component with
no known structure (sequence side). Penalties were developed for the
point of insertion on both the sequence and structure sides and for the
content of the inserted segments, again, both on the sequence and
structure sides. For reference, it is convenient to represent the index of
the aligned elements of a sequence as a series (I), where:
AIk = P(R, A, k), ∀k = 1…K (1)
The function P(R, A, k) returns the position in sequence A for the kth
match on the best path through the score matrix R, for an alignment of K
matches (see Fig. 3). 
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Similarly for sequence B:
BIk = P(R, B, k), ∀k = 1…K (2)
The relative terms insertion and deletion will be used below to refer to
the final model; thus, deleted structure will not form part of the final
model, whereas inserted sequence will.
Deleted structure
A gap on the sequence side corresponds to a deletion of structure
which leaves two unconnected ends in the model. If these ends are
residue positions i and j, a score based on their a-carbon separation
(dij) was devised as:
The sum AS was taken over all gaps with inserted structure between k
and k+1 but for simplicity, i substitutes for AIk and j for AIk+1.
On the sequence side, the alignment occupancy (BO), predicted sec-
ondary structure state (p) and predicted degree of exposure (the con-
phobic score, c) of the broken ends should all affect gap placement.
If an insert was placed between two residues, then the penalty for
insertion should be high if both residues are buried or in a secondary
structure or have full occupancy. This behaviour was achieved by
taking the product of the properties on both ends. As these compo-
nents have differing numeric ranges and reliabilities, they were retained
as separate components for independent evaluation. These terms, des-
ignated respectively T, P and Q, were defined as follows:
In each of the preceding equations, the sum was taken over the two
ends of all gaps with inserted structure between k and k+1, but for
simplicity i substitutes for BIk.
Inserted sequence
As exposed and variable loop regions in the structure are the preferred
location for the insertion of sequence into a structure, a penalty was
based on the number of existing gaps (occupancy, O), exposure and
secondary structure state of the residues in the structure flanking the
insertion. As above, an exposure measure was based on both the
number of residues in contact with a given position (C) and the solvent
A
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Figure 3
(a) Illustration of the series representing the
aligned elements in equations 1 and 2. 
(b) The alignment occupancy is calculated as
a proportion of residues found at any one
position in an alignment. (c) Deleted structure
is represented by a gap on the sequence side.
(d) Inserted sequence into a structure. 
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exposure measure (e), while the secondary state was measured by the
score (s) based on deviation from an ideal secondary structure. Follow-
ing the preceding formulation for deleted structure, the corresponding
terms for inserted sequence are:
In each of the preceding equations, the sum was taken over the two
ends of all gaps with inserted sequence between k and k+1 and i is
substituted for AIk.
Lost secondary structure
Unmatched secondary structure is effectively ‘lost’ from the final model.
This was measured by calculating the fraction of both observed (AV)
and predicted (BV) secondary structure matched in the
sequence/structure alignment. For the observed structure measure (s),
the fraction unmatched is then:
and, similarly, for the predicted structure (p):
In these fractions, the numerator is the sum over the matched positions
(Ik) which is normalized by the sum over all sequential positions (k) on the
denominator. Note, however, that this latter index runs from the first (I1) to
the last (IK) match and therefore does not include terminal deletions. This
form was chosen for consistency with earlier alignment algorithms [6].
Lost burial
Fractional loss of exposure was calculated as above by summing expo-
sure measures rather than secondary structure measures: substituting
the observed exposure (C+e) for s and the predicted exposure (c+1)
for p; giving equivalent terms: AU and BU, respectively.
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